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Abstract. In this document, we investigate the use of Distance Mapping
ideas and what they enable for system logs. In the field of telecommunication networks, log files are used for service quality assurance, and
are coming from various devices, back end systems, and general usage of
the network. Typically, these log files are not allowed to be monetized or
shared with third parties, thanks to legal restrictions on privacy issues.
While there are some existing early solutions to this, such as Differential Privacy or Homomorphic Encryption, we propose here to look at
Distance Mapping to transform the raw data (the system log files) into
highly usable but anonymized data. The resulting data can be used directly by Machine Learning algorithms, visualization algorithms, or be
considered for re-embedding. While this approach transforms the data
format significantly and limits its usage only for distance-based data
mining and machine learning tools, it is an elegant and computationally
feasible methodology for such applications.
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Motivation

Logs are generated by applications to record important information and events
during the runtime of a system. Automated log analysis has been an active area
of research [5,8] focusing on how to use logs effectively. These event logs can
be used in combination with machine learning techniques for different purposes,
including forensic analysis [2] and anomaly detection [1].
5G telecommunications enable increased connectivity and the deployment of
diverse Internet of Things (IoT) applications. By combining logs from different
sources of a distributed system, we can build an overview of its state, which
provides situational awareness when investigating an incident. Logs play a crucial
role in analyzing the state of both 5G infrastructure [6] and the IoT applications
built on top of it [4].
Log files can also be used for data mining. For example, telecommunications
operators hold large amounts of log data, which often includes information related to the traffic, location and movement of connected mobile equipment. This
data can be monetized by mining it internally to build better services or by selling it to external parties for commercial purposes. However, the latter is often
not possible due to regulations on privacy and data protection rules and the
risks of re-identification of users or systems.
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Problem and Proposed Solution

To use the contents of log files in machine learning, data is transformed typically to a format that can be used by an algorithm, i.e. numerical data, (often
arbitrarily mapping values to integers). This raises issues, as detailed in [3], and
falls short with text fields as in log files. We propose to use the technique in [3],
named Distance Mapping, followed by neighbor re-embedding [7].
The idea in Distance Mapping is to create a function that maps probabilistically the distances between elements in the original metric space (X, d) (with
X a set of values, and d a distance function over that set) to distances in a
well-known space, such as the canonical Euclidean (R, dEUC ): Distances between
log entries (across all fields: timestamp, message,. . . ) are mapped to distances
between points in a Euclidean space that are as likely (probabilistically) to be
at that distance. The goal is to preserve the structure of the data, specifically
distance-based, such as density, separation of clusters and classes,. . .
With pairwise distances between log entries mapped, the mapped distances
can be used by distance based machine learning, e.g. K-Means. Some techniques
do not use directly distances, so we perform re-embedding of the data into another space [3]: We convert pairwise distances between points to a set of points
that respects those pairwise distances. For outlier detection, visualization, and
machine learning, re-embedding the mapped distances into Rd is ideal. For privacy, and having data of the same format as the original, we can decide to
re-embed the mapped distances into the original space. We obtain a data set of
the same format as the original, with log entries that relate to each other (in
terms of pairwise distances) as in the original data, and yet none of the entries
are the same as in the original data.
We theorize that this last approach allows for generating synthetic data that
preserves (statistically) pairwise distances between original data points, and the
structure of the data (understood here as based on distances).
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